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Summary 
The potential of wave power as an alternative energy resource is being studied to 
address problems associated with fossil fuel exhaustion and environmental pollution. In this 
paper, to improve the power generation efficiency of a floating-type wave-energy converter 
that has an activating body, the effects of the positions of a connecting bridge and different  
connecting methods between a main body and the activating body of the wave-energy 
converter were studied. In order to research the activating body’s motion characteristics that 
are caused by the changes of connecting bridge’s position and connecting methods; hinged or 
fixed connector, the wave-energy converter was modeled and simulated by using a 
commercial software. The moment and angular velocity of the axis of power generation were 
measured from the results of simulations and then the power outputs were calculated based on 
the moment and angular velocity. The outputs, which were analyzed under several regular 
wave conditions, were compared to each other. 
Key words:  Wave energy converter; Regular wave; Activating body; Power generation;  
1. Introduction 
Wave power has recently been added to the list of new and renewable energies, such as 
wind, solar, tidal, and hydropower, to solve the problems of fossil fuel exhaustion and 
environmental pollution attributed to fossil fuels. Many researchers have tried to develop and 
improve technologies, such as wave energy converters with a piston or flapper, to convert 
wave energy [1, 2]. In general, there are three stages of conversion of wave power generation. 
The first is primary conversion, which converts the potential energy and kinetic energy 
generated by the periodic motions of waves into dynamic pressure heads or mechanical 
motions; the second is secondary conversion, which converts the dynamic pressure heads or 
mechanical motion into energy for power generation; and the third is the conversion of the 
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power produced by the power generator [3]. According to the conversion methods, wave-
energy converters can be divided into oscillating water chamber (OWC) types [4], over 
topping device (OTD) types [5], and wave-activating body (WAB) types [6]. Of these wave-
power generation methods, the WAB types have the highest generation efficiency. This is 
because this type’s wave-power generations convert the kinetic energy and potential energy of 
waves into mechanical motions without any steps. In contrast, OWC types use the airflow in 
water chamber or water tanks caused by sea surface motion to produce kinetic energy, which 
is then converted to mechanical motion. OTD types use differences of the dynamic pressure 
head between average sea surfaces and stored water above structure that overflow the OTD 
structure. In WAB type wave-energy converters, relative motions between the activating body 
and the main body of the converter lead to power generation. Thus, the shape of the activating 
body and the methods used to connect the main body and the activating body are important to 
enhance the efficiency of power generation [7].  
It is evident that the places where are deep-sea regions or have higher waves is suitable 
to install a wave-energy converter because these areas have much larger wave energy than 
other common places[8]. However, since installing a wave-energy converter in these suitable 
places requires awful lot of money, to reduce an installation expense, floating-type converters 
are usually applied rather than fixed-type converters. In this study, the floating-type was 
applied. Furthermore, the position of a connecting bridge and the methods used to connect the 
connecting bridge to an activating body were studied to improve the power generation 
efficiency of a floating-type wave-energy converter. The power generation efficiency does not 
include efficiency derived from a generator. Instead, it was focused that mechanical efficiency 
caused by the position and methods of connecting bridge. To be specific, as the relative 
motion, which is affected by hydrodynamic interaction of floating structures[9], between the 
activating body and the main body mainly governs the efficiency of power generation, two 
factors, which affect the relative motion, were investigated; the positions of connecting bridge 
located on activating body, and the connecting methods between the connecting bridge and 
activating body(i.e., hinged or fixed). Simulations were used to compare and analyze the 
power output, moments, and angular velocities to understand the effects of two factors. In 
general, many studies have studied a new energy converter design, which has a distinctive 
converting mechanism[10], or case study of an energy converter: arrays of energy converters, 
or install areas of converters but there are few studies related to the connection methods and 
positions. Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is not to suggest a new model that has 
higher generation efficiency than a previous model but to find out the facts that how the 
connection methods and positions influence the generation efficiency of the floating-type 
wave-energy converter. The facts expected to be utilized as a basic data of a wave energy 
converter. Thus, a simple configuration and single wave direction, which turns towards the 
front of the floating-type wave-energy converter, was used. 
2. WAB-type wave-energy converter 
2.1 Basic shape 
The concept of design of the wave-energy converter used in the present study is shown 
in Figure 1, and the principal dimensions and mass property of the main body and activating 
body of the wave-energy converter are shown in Table 1. The wave-energy converter is made 
up of a main body which generates the power, an activating body, and a connecting bridge. 
The simple design of wave-energy converter was selected to focus on comparison between 
two methods of connecting bridge. The H-shaped body type of the main body was chosen to 
easily set mooring system and to get better stability. A centroid of gravity of the box type 
activating body was moved down to improve the stability of activating body. An optimization 
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process for the shapes of both bodies was not carried out but remain for a next step of 
research. Although the main body and the activating body are close, there is enough space, 
which are 1.25m in each breadth direction and 1.25m in length direction, between them. 
When incident waves cause heave and pitch motions of the activating body, the resultant 
kinetic energy is transferred to Joint 1 on the main body as mechanical rotational energy 
through Joints 2 and 3 on the connecting bridges. This mechanical rotational energy is used to 
generate power.  
 
 
Fig. 1 Conceptive design of the wave-energy converter 
 
Table 1 Principal particulars of the floating type wave-energy converter  
Factor Main body Activating body Unit 
Length 30.35 10.00 m 
Breadth 40.00 22.50 m 
Depth 8.50 9.00 m 
Draft 8.50 5.00 m 
Mass 3,459.30 1,153.10 ton 
Radius of gyration  
about X axis( xxk ) 
23.25 6.57 m 
Radius of gyration 
about Y axis( yyk ) 
12.77 3.06 m 
Radius of gyration          
about Z axis( zzk ) 
26.01 7.11 m 
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The hydrostatic results of main body and activating body are shown in Table 2, which 
consists of center of gravity, center of buoyancy, GMT: Transversal metacentric height, and 
GML: Longitudinal metacentric height. To support these values, global axis and two local axis 
of simulations are shown in Figure 2. A left figure of the figure 2 shows the global axis that is 
a basic coordinate system for the simulation, and a right figure displays both the main body’s 
local axis and the activating body’s local axis. The local axis are based on a centroid of 
gravity of each structures. 
 
 
(a) The global axis                           (b) The local axis of the main body and activating body 
Fig. 2 Axis of simulations 
Table 2 Principal hydrostatic results of the main body and the activating body 
Factor 
Center of Gravity 
(x, y, z) 
Center of Buoyancy 
(x, y, z) 
GMT GML Unit 
Main body -5.17, 0, -2.859 -5.17, 0, -3.52 36.31 9.48 m 
 Activating body 6.25, 0, -3.64 6.25, 0, -2.50 9.57 2.80 m 
 
If the activating body was made up of a single material, its centroid of gravity would be 
too high. Thus, when the activating body faces a wave, the activating body would be 
overturned in simulations because its pitch motion became too high, and the activating body 
did not have enough strength of stability. To avoid this phenomenon, the centroid of gravity 
was lowered by installing a high-density mass in limited area from bottom to 40% of depth of 
activating body as shown in Figure 3. This made the activating body stable for the pitch 
motion.  
 
Figure. 3 Weighted area of the activating body 
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The main body and the activating body were connected by connecting bridges and 
hinged or fixed connections to only allow heave and pitch motion between main body and 
activating body. As the relative motions between the main body and the activating body also 
affect the efficiency of power generation, translational motions and rotational motions of the 
main body were restrained by using four tensioned mooring lines. 
 
2.2 Connecting bridges 
Figure 4 shows the details of connecting bridges and activating body. “A” shows the 
distance between the location where connecting bridge was installed on the activating body 
and the edge of activating body, and red circles depict Joints 1, 2 and 3, respectively. “B” and 
“C” explains the length of connecting bridges. The dotted bar between Joint 3 and the 
centroid of gravity of activating body( AG ) is the imagined connection which will use to 
explain the relation between motion of the activating body and angular velocity of the joints. 
Joint 1 connected to the main body. By increasing the distance of “A”, the length of “C” is 
also increased while the length of “B” is identical. In the present study, the simulations were 
conducted with six configurations (Table 3). In each configuration, the figure of “A” was 
changed, and the two connecting methods between “B” and “C” were also changed. The 
shape of the activating body was identical in all the configuration. Details of initial 
connection of the configurations are shown in dotted box of Figure 4. 
 
 
Fig. 4 Details of the connecting bridge and activating body 
 
Relation between motion of the activating body and angular velocity of the joints could 
be expressed as follows. 
 
 
2 1 3 2 3, 1 / 2 / 3 /AG rel J J J J G J
V k r k r k r          (1) 
Where,  ,G relV  is relative velocity of the activating body to the Joint 1, /b ar  is relative 
position from the joint b to the joint a, k  is a unit vector. 
The connecting methods consist of “Fixed” and “Hinged”. “Fixed” restrains all kinds of 
motion of activating body while “Hinged” allows rotational motion of activating body, such 
as a pitch direction motion. The configurations of the connecting bridge used in the 
simulations are shown in Table 3. Therefore, the Eq.(1) can be modified as follows. When the 
join 3 is fixed, case 1, 2, and 3, the third term in the right hand side of eq.(1) is left out. On the 
other hand, when the joint 2 is fixed, case 4, 5, and 6, the second term is left out. This means 
that although a joint is suppressed, the other joints can be moved. As the two joints and the 
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activating body simultaneously rotate and move, it is difficult to find out a direct effect of the 
motion of the activating body on the angular velocity of the joint 1. It is assumed that the 
friction, stiffness, and damping effects of the joints are negligible. 
 
Table 3 Configurations of the connecting bridge 
Case A B C Joint 2 Joint 3 
1 3 m 6.5 m 10.5 m Hinge Fixed 
2 5 m 6.5 m 12.1 m Hinge Fixed 
3 7 m 6.5 m 13.8 m Hinge Fixed 
4 3 m 6.5 m 10.5 m Fixed Hinge 
5 5 m 6.5 m 12.1 m Fixed Hinge 
6 7 m 6.5 m 13.8 m Fixed Hinge 
Remarks : Joint 1 locates at x=-3.15m, y=0m, z=3.3m from the origin of global axis 
 
2.3 Mooring lines 
Figure 5 depicts four mooring lines. The mooring system imitates the TLP(Tension Leg 
Platform) system and therefore the mooring lines were placed under the bottom surface of 
main body and moored the main body to the sea-bed. In order to prevent the main body from 
moving, such as translational and rotary motion, the group of mooring lines had pre-tension 
that accounts for about 23% of the main body’s displacement[11]. Although the mooring lines 
relieve the motion of main body, it does not mean absolutely suppress. Therefore, the main 
body has slight translation and rotation motion which affect on power output. The mooring 
system was considered as a linear spring system. Therefore, mooring lines’ stiffness( mK ) 
were calculated by Eq.(2) 
  
 t s mK K K   (2) 
Where tK  is the moored main body’s stiffness, sK is the non-moored main body’s 




















  (3) 
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Where h  is a natural frequency of the moored main body for heave motion, hT  is a 
natural period of the structure, and m  is a mass including added mass of the moored main 
body. In the TLP system, natural period of heave motion is considered less than 5 sec., and  in 
this paper, natural period of heave motion was considered 2 sec[11]. sK  based on water 
plane and was calculated by Eq.(4) 
s wK gA   (4) 
Where   is the density of sea water, g  is the acceleration of gravity, and wA  is the 
area of water plane.  
Four mooring lines’ properties and physical characteristics were shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Physical characteristics and mooring lines’ properties 
Parameters Symbol Value 
M o o r e d  m a i n  b o d y ’ s  s t i f f n e s s  tK  3 4 , 2 4 9 , 4 4 1  N / m  
N o n - m o o r ed  m a i n  b o d y ’ s  s t i f f n e s s  sK  7 , 1 7 9 , 4 4 8  N / m  
Fo u r  m o o r i n g  l i n e s ’  s t i f f n e s s  mK  2 7 , 0 6 9 , 9 9 3  N / m  
N a t u r a l  p e r i o d  f o r  h e av e  m o t i o n  hT  2  s ec  
M as s  m  3 , 4 7 0 , 1 9 4  k g  
D e n s i t y    1 0 2 5  k g / m 3  
T h e  ac c e l e r a t i o n  o f  g r av i t y  g  9 . 8 1  m / s 2  





Fig. 5 Details of the mooring lines 
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3. Analysis of the wave-energy converter in regular waves 
The commercial simulation tool AQWA was used to carry out the motion simulation of 
the wave-energy converter. The AQWA is a widely used numerical tool and is capable of 
performing fully-coupled hydrodynamic assessment for various types of floating structures. A 
lot of studies have utilized the AQWA for a wide range of their applications to validate 
numerical dynamic analyses [12]. Wang et al. used the AQWA to investigate the maximum 
mooring tension of FPSO [13], and Kim et al. scrutinize design of the dual-buoy wave energy 
converter through the AQWA [10]. The assumption of AQWA is that the incident wave 
acting on the body is a harmonic wave and has a small amplitude compared to its length. 
Furthermore, in order to use potential flow theory, the fluid is assumed to be ideal, 
incompressible, and irrotational [14].  
 
 
Fig. 6 Simulation process 
 
Figure 6 shows the simulation process and the AQWA modules used in each process. 
Design Modeler was used in the modeling of the wave-energy converter. AQWA Diffraction 
was used to distribute meshes over the wave-energy converter and to calculate wave force on 
the meshes and the wave-energy converter.  
 
3.1 Mathematical model  
The wave force is divided into Froude-Krylov force, diffraction force, and radiation 
force and can be written as follows[15]. 
6
1
[( ) ]I d rk k
k
F F F F x

     (5) 
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IF  is the Froude-Krylov force, dF  is the diffraction force, rF  is the radiation 
force, and k  is degrees of freedom, from 1 to 6, kx  is translational and rotational motion of a 





F i X ndS      (6) 
Where,   is a wave frequency,  is density, 0S  is the mean wetted surface of the body, 





F i X ndS      (7) 





F i X ndS      (8) 
Where, rk  is radiation wave potential induced by k -th motion. Therefore, the wave 
potential can be written as  
 
   
6
1
i t i t
I d rj j
j
X e x e     

 
   
  
   (9) 
In the multiple structures case, hydrodynamic interaction is considerable. Therefore, the 
wave potential can be modified to consider hydrodynamic interaction as follows[15].  
 




i t i t
I d rjm jm
m j
X e x e     
 
 
   
  
   (10) 
Where, M  is a number of structures. rjm is the radiation potential due to the unit j-th 
motion of the m-th structure while other structures remain stationary. Furthermore, 6-degree 
of freedom(DOF) rigid body motion can be explained as follow. 
 
( )s aM M x Cx Kx F      (11) 
Where, sM  is mass matrix of structure, aM  is added mass matrix, C  is damping matrix, 
K  is stiffness matrix, F is the wave force, and x  is response motions. 
A sensitivity test was performed to determine the size of mesh. The test investigated the 
convergence of Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) of the activating body in the heave 
direction with maximum sizes of mesh witch were set 0.5m, 1m, 2m, 3m, 4m, and 5m. The 
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results of the sensitivity test are shown in figure 7. The figure 7 merely exhibits the peaks of 
RAO to see difference of RAOs well. When the maximum mesh size gets smaller, the 
variation among RAOs also gets smaller. Finally, the RAOs with the maximum mesh size 
0.5m and 1m were almost similar. The discrepancy of areas of under RAO between the 0.5m 
and 1m was about 0.1%. Therefore, 1m maximum size of mesh was set to distribute mash 
over the activating body for the simulation. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the meshes on 
the wave-energy converter.  
 
 
 Fig. 7 Sensitivity test of mesh size with heave RAO of activating body 
 
After the modeling, the motion RAO of the activating body was calculated with AQWA 
Diffraction, and the frequencies, which lead various heave motion respond, of regular waves 
for time-based simulations were selected based on the motion RAO. The mooring system for 
the wave-energy converter and the connection methods between the activating body and the 
main body were set in the AQWA Time response which was used for the time-based 
simulation. After the simulation, the angular velocity and the moment on Joint 1 were 
analyzed to calculate the power generation. 
 
 
Fig. 8 Example of the mesh distribution on the wave-energy converter 
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3.2 Viscous effects  
As this analysis process is based on the potential theory, viscous effects are disregarded. 
Therefore, viscous damping elements, which are called disc and utilized to add viscous effects 
in AQWA[16, 17], were utilized. The disc’s centroid is a point of action of viscous drag force, 
and summation of each four discs’ area is equal to area of each numbered bottom surface[18]. 
The discs, which are displayed in the figure 9, were placed under the bottom surfaces, from 
one to four, and each surface had four discs. Each discs were assigned one quarter of the total 
area of the surface from one to four as shown in the right side of the figure 9, and a direction 
of all discs was vertical. The direction means a direction of viscous drag force. Finally, a 
viscous drag coefficient was set with 1.05, and this value is equivalent to a common cube 




(a) Top view                                                         (b) Bottom view 
Fig. 9 The viscous damping elements 
3.3 Wave conditions 
The wave conditions for the simulations were regular waves, the amplitudes were set to 
1 m in all cases, as shown in Table 5, and the wave direction was set to 180° in all cases, so 
that the waves faced the front of wave-energy converter. Four wave frequencies were selected 
based on the RAOs, which is shown in the figure 10, of the main body and activating body for 
the heave and pitch directions. a  and wk , which were used to make non-dimension of RAOs 
in the Figure 10, are wave amplitude and wave number, respectively.  
 
Table 5 Wave conditions in the simulations 
 Frequency Wave length Amplitude 
Wave 1 0.824 rad/s 90.77 m 1 m 
Wave 2 0.984 rad/s 63.65 m 1 m 
Wave 3 1.144 rad/s 47.09 m 1 m 
Wave 4 1.304 rad/s 36.24 m 1 m 
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Fig. 10 Heave and Pitch RAOs of the main body and activating body 
 
The selected waves have comparatively large wave length, which are shown in Table 5, 
in comparison with the length of activating body. However, high response motions of Heave 
and Pitch on both bodies were considered while selecting the wave frequencies. Moreover, 
the selected frequencies are slightly deviated from the frequencies which have the peak of 
RAOs to avoid resonance phenomenon. 
 
3.4 Calculation of the power output 
The WAB type wave-energy converter designed in this study exploits relative motions 
between the activating body and the main body. The relative motions are transferred to the 
joint 1 with the form of rotational energy through the other joints on the connecting bridges, 
and the rotational energy is used for power generation. The rotational energy is affected by 
both the activating body’s surge, heave, and pitch motions and the main body’s surge, heave, 
and pitch motions. The power output( GP  ) can be obtained by multiplying the moment and 
the angular velocity at Joint 1. Thus, the power output as a result of the simulations was 
calculated through Eq. (12)[20]. 
1
1
P (kW)G b dt
T
    (12) 
Where T is total simulation time: 150sec., b refers to the moment in Joint 1, which is 
hinge connected between the main body and the connecting bridge, and 1  refers to the 
angular velocity of the connecting bridge in Joint 1.  
 
3.5 Capture width 
In order to evaluate the performance of the wave energy converter, capture width was 
calculated through Eq. (13). It is a one of parameters that is used to measure the efficiency of 
a wave energy converter. Therefore, by using capture width, it is possible to decide that which 
setting is more useful and efficient[21]. As a capture width had length dimension, wave 
number was multiplied to change length dimension into dimensionless[22]. 
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C  (13) 
Where wC  is capture width, GP  is Power generated by the wave energy converter, and 
WP  is the wave energy transport and calculated through Eq. (14). 
21P
2
W a gg C   (14) 
Where  is the density of seawater, g is the acceleration of gravity, a  is the amplitude 
of wave, and gC is the group velocity of wave. 
 
4. Results of the simulations 
Connecting methods can be divided into the fixed or hinged connections in the 
connecting bridge on the activating body. The position of the connections can also differ. 
Figures 11–12 are parts of the simulations which would show the motion characteristics of the 
activating body when Joint 2 was hinged or when Joint 3 was hinged, respectively. The thick 
arrow in the front of the activating body indicates the direction of the incident waves, and the 
main body was fixed with mooring lines, which are shown under the main body. 
 
 
Fig. 11 Joint 2 hinged and joint 3 fixed 
    
 
Fig. 12 Joint 2 fixed and joint 3 hinged 
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Figure 11 shows the hinged connection at Joint 2 and the fixed connection at Joint 3. 
The activating body shows pendulum movements centering on Joint 2, in addition to heave 
and pitch motions occurred because of the incident waves. These motions made the 
connecting bridge connected to the main body moved back and forth, thereby affecting the 
rotational motion on Joint 1. Therefore, when Joint 2 was hinge connection, the pitch motions 
of the activating body affected the rotational motion of Joint 1 through the connecting 
bridges, thereby affecting the power generation. On the other hand, figure 12 shows the fixed 
connection at Joint 2 and the hinged connection at Joint 3. In this case, unlike the above case 
where the hinge connection was made at Joint 2, pendulum movements of the activating body 
centering on Joint 2 did not be occurred. Instead, pitch motions of the activating body mostly 
occurred at Joint 3. As a result, the pitch motions transferred to the main body through the 
connecting bridge were insignificant. However, the heave motions of the activating body were 
transferred to the main body through the connecting bridge. The simulation demonstrated that 
the pitch motions of the activating body had almost no effect on the rotational motions of 
Joint 1 unlike the case with the hinged connection at Joint 2. 
In order to analyze a tendency of variation efficiency as the changes of connection 
methods and location, the amount of power generation, moment, angular velocity was 
measured. Figure 13 shows graphs of the power outputs calculated by Eq.(5). In other words, 
displayed power outputs are the average amount of power that is generated through 
simulation. Figure 13 (a) results from Joint 2 hinge option and (b) results form Joint 3 hinge 
option. The horizontal axis shows the changes in the distance of “A” (i.e., the location of the 
connecting bridge). The vertical axis shows the power outputs generated at Joint 1.  
 
 
Fig. 13 Variation of the power output under the different types of the connections 
 
As power generation was based on the movement of activating body and the wave 
conditions were based on the heave RAO of the activating body, it was expected that the 
largest amount of power was appeared under wave 2. As shown in the figure 13, the 
expectation was right. When joint 2 had the hinged connection(Figure 13 (a)), under all the 
wave conditions, the power outputs shows the tendency to descend as the values of “A”, 
which is distance from the main body, ascends. This trend is also found when joint 3 had the 
hinged connection(Figure 13(b)). Additionally, the inclinations of Figure 13 (b) are sharper 
than those of Figure 13 (a). This meant that when joint 3 had the hinged connection, power 
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outputs are more sensitive to variations of distance of A. Furthermore, under Joint 3 hinge 
option, the amount of generated power is larger than that of joint 2 hinge option and by using 
this result, the trend that in terms of power generation that joint 3 hinge option is much better 
than joint 2 hinge option could be found. To be specific, as shown above, if the joint 2 has a 
hinged connection, activating body takes pendulum motion and it affects the motion of joint 




Fig. 14 Variation of the non-dimensional capture width under the different types of the connections 
 
Figure 14 shows a non-dimensional capture width, which is calculated by multiplying 
WC  in Eq. (6) and wave number( wk  ) together. The non-dimensional capture width is one of 
parameters to estimate the efficiency of a wave energy converter as mentioned above. The 
lowest wave frequency, wave 1, become lower than the wave 4 because the wave 1 has the 
smallest wave number. This means that although the wave 4 generates the lower power, it has 
better efficiency than the wave 1. On the other hand, an important fact is that the same 
tendency of the power between joint 2 and 3 was found. Under joint 2 hinge condition, the 
variation of output power efficiency is low but under joint 3 hinge condition, the range of 
variation is relatively large. Therefore, it is appropriate to say that when joint 3 had a hinged 
connection, power efficiency is better and more sensitive to distance of A. 
Since the power is calculated through Eq.(12), it is needed to consider moment of the 
joint 1 to scrutinize the tendency of power. Therefore, figure 15 explains moment that was 
measured at the joint 1. The vertical axis means average RMS(root mean square) moment and 
other values are the same those of the power graphs in figure 13. In the case of power graphs, 
all cases descend when the values of A ascend but in view of moment, there is a different 
trend that if the joint 2 has the hinged connection, moment ascends as the A’s distance 
ascends. In addition to the change of the A distance, the change of wave frequency also lead 
to a dissimilar result. If the joint 2 has the hinged connection, the wave frequency has no 
significant effect on the moment. On the other hand, when the joint 3 has a hinged 
connection, the variation tendency is similar with the variation tendency of power with the 
joint 3 hinged case. 
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Fig. 15 Variation of the moment under the different types of the connections 
 
Since the moment was calculated by the length of moment arm and force, and the force 
is calculated by mass and acceleration, the angular acceleration at joint 1 is needed to 
investigate these trends. Time domain graphs of, which depict absolute-values of angular 
acceleration of the joint 1 under the wave 3 condition, are shown at Figure 16. The graphs 
explain merely specific simulation time from 120 sec. to 150 sec. to show the trends clearly 
because if the graphs depict from zero sec., they are too broad to find out variation of data. 
Thus, the figures (a) and (b) are enlarged from 0.2 to 0.45 rad/s2 and from 135 to 150sec. in 
the right side of the figure.  
 
 
Fig. 16 Angular acceleration under the wave 3 
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There are some variations of amplitude throughout the simulation time because the 
angular acceleration considers the relative motion between the main body and the activating 
body. In other words, the small amplitude explains that both the activating body and the main 
body move in one direction. On the other hand, the big amplitude explains that they move in 
different direction. According to the (a) graph that shows results when joint 2 hinge option, 
there are a few variation. Therefore, it is natural that the moment figure is ascended as the 
figure of A is ascended. This is because similar acceleration means that the figure of moment 
is determined by the length of moment arm. However, in the case of joint 3 hinge option, 
there is relatively large variation and this bring that even though the length of moment arm 
gets longer, the figure of moment gets smaller because of descending force. 
 
 
Fig. 17 Variation of the angular velocity under the different types of the connections 
 
As mentioned above, as angular velocity is one of the main factors to calculate the 
power, the angular velocity is shown in figure 17 to be investigated. The vertical axis means 
average RMS angular velocity and other values are same those of power graphs. The angular 
velocity descends as the value of the A ascends, as depicted in the figure 17 (a) and (b). There 
is no prominent tendency but the similar tendency of power generation. The only difference is 
that the contrast between the joint 2 hinge and the joint 3 hinge is pretty little. Thus, it is 
found out that the angular velocity would not be affected by the connecting method as much 
as moment received. Moreover, a figure 18 shows the relative velocities between the main 
body and activating body. These velocities are the factors of the angular velocity at the joint 1 
as mentioned above the figure 17. Time histories of velocities are compared between the case 
1(Joint 2 hinged) and case 4(joint 3 hinged) which have that the A is 3m and the wave 
condition is 2 (Freq.=0.984rad/s). There is no discrepancy of heave velocity between the two 
bodies, while the surge velocity of the case 4 has comparatively the larger value. This is 
because the case 4 has the fixed Joint 2. When the joint 2 is fixed, the sure motion of 
activating body can easily affect the joint 1 through the connection bridge B and C because 
the surge motion can push both the connection bridge B and C. However, in the case 1, joint 2 
hinged and joint 3 fixed, the surge motion leads a swing based on the joint 2, and the swing 
reduces the effect of sure motion on the joint 1 because the kinetic energy caused by the surge 
motion is relieved by the swing. In other words, the surge motion of activating body of case 4 
has a direct influence on the angular velocity of the joint 1 as compared with that of case 1. 
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This difference is one of the reasons that the cases with the hinged Joint 3 in the figure 17 
have the larger angular velocities. In contrast, in the case of the pitch motion, the case 1 is 
faster than the case 4. The reasons are that if the joint 2 is hinged and the joint 3 is fixed, the 
case 1, the pitch motion of the activating body easily affect the joint 1 through the connection 
bridge B and C because the pitch motion activating body must move with the connection 
bridge B, thereby being able to push the bridge C. Additionally, if the joint 2 is fixed and the 
joint 3 is hinged, the case 4, the pitch motion is occurred as a swing base on the joint 3. This 
means that the effect of pitch motion on the joint 1 is less than that of the case 1. Nevertheless, 
since the variation of pitch motion between the case 1 and 4 is much smaller than the 
variation of surge motion, the figure 17 is reasonable.  
 
 
Fig. 18 Relative velocities between the main body and activating body at the wave 2 
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In the present study, to examine the motion characteristics of an activating body of a 
WAB- type wave-energy converter according to changes in connecting methods, wave-energy 
converters were modeled with a commercial software, AQWA, and simulations were 
conducted. The power outputs were calculated from the moments and angular velocities 
obtained from the results of the simulations, and the results were analyzed. The conclusions 
obtained from the present study were as follows:  
In the case of wave-power generation systems that use the heaves and pitches of the 
activating body for power generation, the power generation can be improved by a type of 
connections, which suppress the effect of the pitch motions of an activating body(i.e. joint 3 
have hinged connection.). Changing the location of the connecting bridge also has an effect 
on the power generation. In this study, as the power is calculated by moment and angular 
velocity, the longer the distance of connection location is, the less power is generated. 
However, in specific cases, this is not prominent. For example, if there is a generator that do 
not significantly consider angular velocity and it cannot suppress the effect of the pitch 
motions of an activating body, the longer the distance of connection location is, the more 
power is generated. On the other hand, if an angular velocity is a dominant factor for energy 
generation, the distance of connection location is pretty important because in this case, a 
connection type have a few effect on angular velocity. 
Future work are noted as follows. As the wave conditions considered in this study are 
merely regular waves, the wave conditions vary from real sea site conditions. Therefore, 
irregular wave conditions should be considered. The effectiveness of wave-energy converter 
should be also investigated by considering the conditions of installation site such as irregular 
wave and gust wind and so on. Furthermore, the optimization of shape of the activating body 
and the main body should be conducted. 
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